
S O L A R  L I G H T  B O X

C U S T O M  M A D E





ATHL offers customers a wide variety of customization options to 
accommodate the unique requirements of each client.  Below is a 
list of just some of the options we offer for our Solar Light Boxes

All Solar Light Boxes are built as per specifications agreed with our 
customers.  Our consulting team will review the requirements and 
provide recommendations to ensure that poles are uniquely suited 
to each setting.

CUSTOMISATION OPTIONS
Solar Light Box

Multimedia Digital
Screen

USB Charge Station

Height & Width
1.5 – 3 meters Radiation Sensor

Luminosity: LED Light
RGB – any color

Color:  Black, Gold, 
Platinum, White or Grey

Military Grade 
Surveillance Camera

Customized Design

Wind Meter

CCTV

PIR Sensor (Darkness 
Only Activation)

WIFI

Smoke Sensor

Alarm

Temperature Sensor

Weather Station
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The Light Box is an innovative solar energy solution that requires less 
space and maintenance, and generates green energy at a fraction of the 
cost of traditional solar energy solutions. Our Light Boxes are beneficial for 
commercial spaces looking to gain advertising revenue and minimize 
costs. These high-quality advertising boxes can display more advertise-
ments per unit, maximizing revenue potential per box, and are self-pow-
ered, minimizing any electrical costs. Light Boxes are customizable, 
allowing owners to change the duration an ad is displayed for, as well as 
the colour of the light, all from their smartphones. 

SOLAR LIGHT BOX

Light Box

Solar Light Boxes are a cost-efficient visual display solution, offering bright 
illumination with high-quality durable construction that brings graphics, 
posters and photographs to life. They offer an incredibly quick and 
efficient return on investment (ROI), saving customers 10%-30% in energy 
bills. If you can pay your current utility bill, you can afford to go solar. We 
provide an array of options ranging from luxury, intermediate, basic, and 
lower budget solutions.    

Solar Light Box

Our Pole Light Box is an elegant solution that uses modern architecture 
to service the need for both self-powered street lighting and street adver-
tising for brand awareness. Like our Solar Light Boxes, our Pole Light 
Boxes are completely self-powered, by harnessing energy generated 
through our patented cylindrical Solar Panel. The engineering creativity 
and unique design, combining both patented technologies and creates 
a truly rewarding visual advertising experience.

Pole Light Box

ATHL’s Solar Light Boxes are exceptional promotional tools for commercial enterprises, including retail stores, 
entertainment venues, restaurants, and more. We offer two distinct versions of this product, using either our 
proprietary Roller System or our Digital Multimedia Screen. They are designed to reinforce both conscious 
and subconscious awareness to develop brand recall and yield significant results. 

Our Light Boxes are well-suited as permanent fixtures in airports, transportation stations and shopping 
venues. Utilizing only clean, green energy harnessed by its solar generating panels, they are efficient and 
cost-effective improvements on the traditional light box design.



We offer designer, fit-for-purpose and multi-purpose advertising 
spaces, with twin-side advertising. Each side can show up-to six (6) 
posters, providing more visibility than traditional Light Box 
solutions. These Light Boxes use solar energy as a power source and 
can be attached to the city grid to supply surplus energy to other 
devices.

LIGHT BOX

Shadow Tolerance

ATHL solar panels 
are part of the pole 
and are designed to 
continue producing 
electricity regardless 
of which part of the 
pole is receiving 
light.  

Maximum Luminous
Intensity
The unique design of our 
Highway Poles provides 
optimal luminous intensity 
with minimal glare. 

Low-Light Behaviour

Our solar panels do not 
require radiation waves 
to charge.  With simple 
daylight the solar panels 
will continue to charge 
regardless of weather 
conditions.

Performance at High
Temperatures
Our poles were built in 
the UAE and specifically 
designed for optimal 
performance in even 
the most extreme 
weather conditions.

Solar Light Box







SOLAR LIGHTBOX
Solar Light Box

The Solar Light Box utilizes our patented cylindrical solar panels for 
power generation and energy storage. Our unique design gives us the 
advantage of being able to show six (6) posters on either side (twelve 
(12) per device) with customized time-out settings. Using solar energy 
as a power source, our Solar Light Box can power surrounding devices 
as well as standalone as an off-grid solution.

Shadow Tolerance

ATHL solar panels 
are part of the pole 
and are designed to 
continue producing 
electricity regardless 
of which part of the 
pole is receiving 
light.  

Maximum Luminous
Intensity
The unique design of our 
Highway Poles provides 
optimal luminous intensity 
with minimal glare. 

Low-Light Behaviour

Our solar panels do not 
require radiation waves 
to charge.  With simple 
daylight the solar panels 
will continue to charge 
regardless of weather 
conditions.

Performance at High
Temperatures
Our poles were built in 
the UAE and specifically 
designed for optimal 
performance in even 
the most extreme 
weather conditions.



The Pole Light Box can be attached to our patented Solar Street 
Poles is a hybrid that can function as standalone sources or be 
attached to a grid. The cylindrical panels on the Solar Street Poles 
will be used to power the light box, which houses six (6) posters on 
either side (twelve (12) per device) with customized time-out 
settings.

POLE LIGHTBOX
Solar Light Box

Shadow Tolerance

ATHL solar panels 
are part of the pole 
and are designed to 
continue producing 
electricity regardless 
of which part of the 
pole is receiving 
light.  

Maximum Luminous
Intensity
The unique design of our 
Highway Poles provides 
optimal luminous intensity 
with minimal glare. 

Low-Light Behaviour

Our solar panels do not 
require radiation waves 
to charge.  With simple 
daylight the solar panels 
will continue to charge 
regardless of weather 
conditions.

Performance at High
Temperatures
Our poles were built in 
the UAE and specifically 
designed for optimal 
performance in even 
the most extreme 
weather conditions.
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